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( الفروع االكاديمية/ )االختبار الشامل حسب النمط الوزاري الجديد
A- Read the following texts carefully, then choose the correct answer from A, B, C, or D.

Text (A)
Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented
with information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk about
how you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Many classrooms now use a
whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers can show websites on the
board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to show educational
programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and so on.
In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class.
Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs,
researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for
pair and group work. Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog (an
online diary), either about their own lives or as if they were someone famous. They can also
create a website for the classroom. Students can contribute to the website, so for example
they can post work, photos and messages.
1. Mention two purposes of using the internet inside the classroom?
2. Students prefer learning more as long as information is presented in two ways. Write down
them.
3. What does the underlined pronoun (they) refer to?
4. The sentence which states that tablets are not available in all schools in all countries is…..
5. Name two things of students' contributions in their classroom website?
6. From the text, find a word that means "to put a message or document on the internet
so that other people can see it"
7. In what way the whiteboard can be useful in the classroom? Write down two things.
8. The writer says that students can create a website for their classroom. Accordingly,
suggest two things that a website can help students and teachers through online distance
learning.
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Text (B)
Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each
other photos and messages via the Internet. Some students like to send messages that are
under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask students to summarise information
about what they have learnt in class in the same way. If students learn to summarise quickly,
they will be able to use this skill in future.
Email exchanges are very useful in the classroom. Teachers can ask students to email
what they have learnt to students of a similar age at another school. They could even email
students in another country. As a result, students can then share information and help each
other with tasks.
Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over
the computer. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are talking
to. In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can see what students in
England are doing in the classroom while they are speaking to them. You can also use this
system to invite guest speakers to give talks over a computer. For example, scientists or
teachers from another country could give a lesson to the class.
1. Exchanging emails has two positive consequences on students. Write two of them?
2. What does the underlined pronoun (them) refer to?
3. Most computers have cameras. Write two benefits of having a camera on your computer?
4. Quote the sentence which indicates to the kind of people who could be guest speakers to give
talks over a computer.
5. Students can use many ways to communicate with other students in other schools. Write two
of these ways?
6. In the last paragraph, the writer has used a collocation. Write it down?
7. If student learn to summarize quickly, they will be able to use this skill in the future.
Justify/Explain your answer.
8. Suggest two roles of the teacher inside the classroom?
9. Applying technological educational tools makes the lessons interesting and fun. Suggest three
of these tools?
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Text (C)
Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely due
to the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority. Advances in
education, economic conditions, sanitation, clean water, diet and housing have made our
community healthier.
As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services has been increasing
rapidly over the past years. Although there were remote areas of the country where people
had been without consistent access to electricity and safe water, almost 99 per cent of the
country’s population now has access.
Although the country has been focusing mainly on improving its primary healthcare
facilities, it has not neglected its advanced medical facilities. The reputation of Jordanian
doctors has spread in the region, and now many more patients come to Jordan for open
heart surgery. In Jordan, the open heart surgery programme started in 1970 CE in Amman.
The low infant mortality rate, as well as the excellent healthcare system, have been
contributing factors to Jordan’s healthy population growth, which will result in a strong
work force with economic benefits for the whole country.
1. There are many factors behind Jordan's healthy population growth. Write these factors?
2. What does the underlined pronoun (our) refer to?
3. What does the relative pronoun (where) refer to?
4. People who are living in remote areas had been suffering from two problems which have been
solved recently. Write these problems?
5. According to the text, write an example which shows that health conditions in Jordan are
among the best in the Middle East?
6. Quote the sentence which shows the reason that makes health conditions in Jordan among
the best in the Middle East.
7. From the text, find a word that means "the systems which supply water and deal with
human waste"
8. "Healthcare alone doesn’t make healthy community." Think of the statement and write
down your point of view.
9. "Health is wealth". Think of the statement and write down your point of view.
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Text (D)
In many countries, an increasing number of young people and adults are overweight
or even obese. One reason for this is the growing popularity of fast food, which didn’t use
to be as common as it is now. Another big factor is lack of exercise. People would often
walk to school or work, but these days many more of us drive. Modern technology has also
played its part; we spend more and more time focusing on computer screens. Before the
Internet was invented, nobody had dreamt of online shopping, but now we can buy almost
anything without leaving the sofa.
Health experts have been warning about this trend for years, and their advice is clear.
Adults should aim to exercise for at least two and a half hours every week; for children and
teenagers the target should be at least an hour a day. This might not sound very much.
Experts recommend a mixture of activities. These should include moderate exercise,
such as fast walking, and more strenuous exercise, like running. They also advise exercise
that strengthens the muscles, for example sit-ups. The more muscle we build, the more
calories we burn, and the fitter we become. In addition, exercise is a great way to cope with
stress. In a recent study, patients who had been suffering from depression reported a great
improvement after increased physical activity.
1. Obesity was not common in the past because of many reasons. Write two of these reasons?
2. Two groups of people should train at least an hour a day. Write these two groups?
3. Doing exercises has many advantages. Write down two of them?
4. Quote the sentence which indicates to the group that should exercise for nearly twenty minutes
a day.
5. The sentence which shows the name of the exercise that health experts recommend to build
the muscles and make them strong is:
6. What does the underlined pronoun (its) refer to?
7. From the text, find a phrasal verb that means as "to deal successfully with, or handle, a
situation"
8. Suggests two risks of obesity on health.
9. Modern technology plays a role in destroying health. Think of a statement and write down your
point of view.
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Text (E)
A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school
years longer by adding up to ten extra days to the school year or by making each school day
longer by half an hour. This was because it was found that secondary school students in the
USA and the UK were spending the least time at school, with an average school year of 187
days.
The typical Jordanian school year is longer than this. However, none of these are
nearly as long as the school year in countries like Japan and South Korea. South Koreans
attend school for 220 days per year, and in Japan, the school year numbers 243 days.
Students in Japan, Indonesia and South Korea spend the most time studying in the
world. They want to learn as much as they can to ensure excellent exam grades. They go to
school for about nine hours, although this includes optional after-school tuition and
activities. They also spend about three hours on homework every day, which is three times
as much as many other countries. Their high academic achievements do suggest that the
longer you study, the better you do in final exams.
In Finland, however, students are usually given less than half an hour of homework
per night, and they attend school for fewer and shorter days than 85% of other developed
nations. Despite this, they achieve top marks in subjects like Maths and Science. In addition,
most students also speak at least two, and often three, languages fluently.
1. Two things related to school days which distinguish Finland from many developed countries.
Write them down?
2. What are the similarities between South Korea and Japan in terms of school days and
homework?
3. Two indicators show that the education system in Finland is successful. Write down them?
4. Quote the sentence which states that most Finnish students are multilingual or bilingual.
5. From the text, find a word that means "teaching, especially in small groups"
6. What does the underlined pronoun (this) refer to?
7. Find a word in the text that means the same as "something you do not have to do or use,
but you can choose to if you want to"
8. What is the purpose of having longer school years in Japan, Korea and Indonesia?
9. Suggest two disadvantages of too much homework.
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Text (F)
As my father is originally from Jordan, I grew up speaking Arabic as well as German.
However, I had never studied Arabic formally, and when the opportunity came up for me to
spend a year in Jordan studying Arabic, I didn't hesitate for one moment.
I have relatives in Jordan and they arranged for me to stay with a wonderful family
who live just outside Madaba. I was amazed by the number of international students there,
who were not only from Germany, but from all over the world. Most of them had studied
Arabic to a high level. I'm very familiar with colloquial Arabic, which is what my family speaks
and understands. The Arabic class, in Modern Standard Arabic, was challenging, especially
the grammar.
Every week, we had to learn a vocabulary list of around 50 words. We covered many
topics. Living with a family helped to improve my Arabic-speaking skills because, while all
the students heard Arabic in the classroom and streets, I could also practise it at home. I
really put my back into it, and I earned an A on the course.
What impressed me most about students in Jordan was their behaviour and their
attitude to studying. All the students who I met appreciated the importance of their university
education and the opportunities it would give them to contribute to their country's
prosperity. They also showed extremely positive values. Everybody was honest, and people
discussed problems rather than getting angry if they disagreed with each other. I made many
new friends. I also improved my Arabic speaking, writing and reading skills. My dream is to
be fluent in Arabic one day – and as I intend to return to Jordan as often as I can, I know I'm
going to make this dream a reality.
1. Many things impressed Anita about her fellow Jordanian students at the university. Write down
two of these things?
2. Anita improved her skills in Arabic. Write down two of these skills?
3. Anita is considered a bilingual student. Why?
4. Quote the sentence which indicates to the most difficult part in the Arabic course.
5. Quote the sentence which states that Anita accustomed to the informal Arabic language.
6. What does the underlined pronoun (them) refer to?
7. What does the underlined body language mean?
8. Mention two factors that helped Anita to improve her Arabic-speaking skills?
9. Suggest three ways to improve your second language, as English language, proficiency.
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B- Choose the suitable item from those in brackets to complete the following sentences.
1. Many scientists and scholars were…………………that the Earth is round.
a. sponsor

b. discovery

c. skeptical

d. neutral

2. Studying………………….lets me focus on my love of language in an analytical way.
a. fluently

b. tuition

c. compulsory

d. linguistics

3. My father can’t concentrate on driving because he has a terrible……………………...
a. migraine

b. symptoms

c. physician

d. arithmetic

4. Don't sit for too long while studying. Move around to increase your……………………..
a. circulation

b. concentration

c. nutrition

d. dehydration

5. No one goes to the new private sports club. The building becomes a………………investment.
a. red-handed

b. out of the blue

c. white elephant

d. see red

6. You should………………..a little in order to end the debate and stay friends forever.
a. compromise

b. negotiate

c. patient

d. prepared

7. After a lot of investigations into many issues, the thief was arrested………………………
a. red-handed

b. green light

c. see red

d. out of the blue

8. I have just read a……………….of a story by a Swedish author. It's the best that I've ever read.
a. agreement

b. translation

c. satisfaction

d. secure

9. Most debates lead to a…………………..when two sides disagree in hot argumentation.
a. conflict

b. patient

c. alien

d. risk

10. The Internet helps many bank customers to.............................their accounts easily.
a. bounce back

b. grid

c. blog

d. access

11. After a long time of…………………with Chinese, we finally managed to do a successful deal.
a. negotiation

b. seminar

c. beneficial

d. conflict

12. You should ………………..again after a failure and be patient to achieve your goals.
a. viable

b. immunized

c. inheritance

d. bounce back

13. After Adel completes his first degree, he's hoping to do a………………..degree.
a. postgraduate

b. undergraduate

c. immersion

d. memory

14. Doctors claim that…………………people suffer from dramatic increase in heart attacks.
a. negative affects

b. allergy

c. economic growth

d. obese

15. Though he claims to earn his boss respect, the worker's………………actions show otherwise.
a. track record
0060000800 عبداللطيف شكور
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16. We mustn't take any kind of medicine without consulting a………………………
a. philosopher

b. mathematician

c. physician

d. polymath

17. She suffered from……………….., her potassium levels were low, and she lost 15 pounds.
a. dehydration

b. nutrition

c. dementia

d. diet

18. Doctors look at the……………………….before they decide how to treat the patient.
a. inoculations

b. symptoms

c. dementia

d. insomnia

19. Your plan of studying Medicine……………….should be thoughtful because it costs too much.
a. global

b. prospects

c. lifelong

d. abroad

20. Nowadays, complementary treatments become no longer……...............concept.
a. ailment

b. artificial

c. negative effects

d. alien

21. Jordan's GDP mainly relies on high value industries such as……………….and chemicals.
a. minerals

b. exports

c. imports

d. pharmaceuticals

22. Some Jordanian universities announced that they will increase the………………fees.
a. tuition

b. proficiency

c. debt

d. prospects

23. Jordanian teachers and doctors have a great……………………in the Middle East.
a. reputation

b. acupuncture

c. physician

d. dentistry

C- Choose the suitable item from those in brackets to complete the following sentences.
24. The number and length of school days are……………….views in determining the success.
a. contradict

b. contradiction

c. contradictorily

d. contradictory

25. Have you seen Nasser's ……………………of post cards?
a. collection

b. collective

c. collect

d. collectively

26. The same broad range of skills and…………………s are available to all space school students.
a. qualified

b. qualify

c. qualification

d. qualifiedly

27. Jabir Ibn Hayyan is well-known for the beginning of the………………of sulphuric acid.
a. produce

b. production

c. productive

d. productively

28. The university…………………in Jordan has a very good reputation around the world.
a. education

b. educational

c. educate

d. educationally

29. When do you…………… to receive your test result for the British Council?
a. expect
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30. I'd also……………….studying for 30-minute periods, and then taking a break.
a. recommendable

b. recommendation

c. recommend

d. recommendably

31. Ali Ibn Nafi established the first music school to teach musical………………and composition.
a. harmonious

b. harmonize

c. harmony

d. harmoniously

32. Ibn Bassal's advice helped the land to be wonderfully……………..and produced a lot of food.
a. fertile

b. fertilize

c. fertilizers

d. fertilely

33. A poet always presents his …..…………………..work in literature clearly.
a. create

b. creation

c. creative

d. creatively

34. They must operate a driving………………while carrying out separate tasks at the same time.
a. simulate

b. simulator

c. simulated

d. simulative

35. Thank you for your help, I really ……………………..it.
a. appreciation

b. appreciate

c. appreciative

d. appreciatively

36. Governments are committed with entire……………......for providing the vaccine of COVID-19.
a. responsibility

b. responsible

c. response

d. responsibly

37. Talal Abu Ghazaleh has performed his role………………………in business.
a. succeed

b. success

c. successful

d. successfully

38. An Egyptian won the last annual poetry……………….that held in Abu Dhabi.
a. compete

b. competitive

c. competition

d. competitively

39. Penicillin was one of the most important …………………..in the history of medicine.
a. discoveries

b. discoverable

c. discover

d. discovery

40. Farmers usually use …………...…. fertilizers so that they can harvest high quality crops.
a. artifice

b. artificial

c. artificially

d. artificer

41. Ibn Sina is............................supposed to be the father of Medicine.
a. tradition

b. traditional

c. traditionally

d. traditionalist

42. Before 1998 CE, higher education in the UK was……………….free for the British citizens.
a. complete

b. completion

c. completely

d. completed

43. Masder City is expected to have businesses that produce in mainly……………-friendly products.
a. environmentally

b. environment

c. environmental

d. environ

44. I'm proud of my sons because they usually………………...high marks in their exams.
a. achieve

b. achievement

c. achieved

d. achievable

45. Arabian Gulf countries ……………………the sea water to solve the shortage of water.
a. desalinate
0060000800 عبداللطيف شكور
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46. Many famous universities ask students to have………………..exams as TOEFL and IELTS.
a. proficient

b. proficiency

c. proficiently

47. Young people are desired to work in………………..organizations that help poor people.
a. volunteer

b. voluntarily

c. voluntary

D- Choose the suitable item from those in brackets to complete the following sentences:
48. I want to get a tablet, but I can't afford……………….a new one at the moment.
a. buying

b. buy

c. to buy

d. going to buy

49. Yesterday at 6 PM, I………………….at my office because I had to do a deal with Chinese.
a. were working

b. worked

c. had worked

d. was working

50. I am planning………………………the pyramids in Egypt next month.
a. visit

b. will visit

c. to visit

d. visiting

51. It is too hot to go to the beach. If only it…………………cooler.
a. were

b. weren't

c. wasn't

d. was

52. In 2012, 99% of Jordanian children …………fully……………against Malaria.
a. are immunised

b. were immunised

c. was immunised

d. have immunized

53. This time tomorrow, we'll be celebrating because my brother……………….his higher education.
a. will finish

b. will be finished

c. had finished

d. will have finished

54. I'm planting some kinds of flowers in my garden………………I find quite beautiful.
a. where

b. which

c. whose

d. who

55. I didn't enjoy the film last night. It was…………….interesting that I had ever seen.
a. the least

b. the most

c. the less

d. the more

56. Practicing English every day, Noor has become good…………grammar and conversation.
a. at

b. in

c. on

d. about

57. If you send money to charity, you will……………….a difference to a lot of lives.
a. Give

b. take

c. do

d. make

58. If Ali had his own computer, he……………………to use his friend’s computer.
a. won't need

b. doesn't need

c. wouldn't need

d. wouldn't have needed

59. You are not allowed to sit here. A student …………………sit on that desk.
a. mustn't

b. might

c. can't

d. doesn't have to

60. We………………….go camping in Wadi Rum, but now we don't.
a. are used to
0060000800 عبداللطيف شكور
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61. I could not concentrate while driving this morning because I…………….on my project all night.
a. has been working

b. has been working

c. had been working

d. am working

62. It………………….that Susan has bought a new car for her daughter.
a. has known

b. is known

c. have been known

d. had known

63. My father is so exhausted. He………………a report about his new project since morning.
a. has written

b. will have written

c. had written

d. has been writing

64. Could you tell me……………….this book costs, please?
a. how

b. how much

c. how many

d. whether

65. My sister's dress was too long, so she ………….it……………
a. had cut

b. has cut

c. was cut

d. is cut

66. Before she went shopping, Huda…………………her mother to prepare lunch.
a. helps

b. has helped

c. had helped

d. is going to help

67. The books that you ordered…………………..in two hours' time.
a. will arrive

b. will have arrived

c. will be arrived

d. arrive

68. The director of the bank,…………..lives next-door, is going to buy my father's car.
a. which

b. who

c. where

d. whose

69. Most people in the Jordan Valley………………….the hot weather in summer.
a. did use to

b. used to

c. isn't used to

d. are used to

E- Choose the correct sentence in a way it means the same as the sentence before it.
70. None of the Arabian Gulf countries signed free trade agreements with Japan.
a. Free trade agreements had been signed with Japan.
b. Free trade agreements were signed with Japan.
c. Free trade agreements were not signed with Japan.
d. Free trade agreements was not signed with Japan.
71. It was not necessary to copy that text again.
a. You mustn't copy that text again.
b. You don't have to copy that text again.
c. You didn't have to copy that text again.
d. You can't copy that text again.
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72. It was a past habit for people to live in tents.
a. People are used to living in tents.
b. People are used to live in tents.
c. People used to live in tents.
d. People did not use to live in tents.
73. I regret not going to bed early.
a. If only I had gone to bed early.
b. If only I had not gone to bed early.
c. If only I have not gone to bed early.
d. If only I have gone to bed early.
74. They learned less than they had expected.
a. They did not learn as many as they had expected.
b. They learned more than they had expected.
c. They did not learn as much as they had expected.
d. They learned the least as much as they had expected.
75. “The doctor found out a strange virus in my blood yesterday.”
a. Rami told us that the doctor was found out a strange virus in his blood in the day before.
b. Rami told us that the doctor had been found out a strange virus in his blood in the day before.
c. Rami told us that the doctor had found out a strange virus in my blood in the day before.
d. Rami told us that the doctor had found out a strange virus in his blood in the day before.
76. I like Geography most of all.
a. The person who like Geography most of all is I.
b. The person who likes Geography most of all is me.
c. The person who liked Geography most of all was I.
d. The person who like Geography most of all is me.
77. What is he going to do in the garden?
a. I wonder what he is going to do in the garden?
b. I wonder what he is going to does in the garden?
c. I wonder what he is going to be in the garden?
d. I wonder what he is going to do in the garden.
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78. There are fewer books in Ali's bag than there are in Sami's bag.
a. Ali's bag has more books than Sami's bag.
b. There are not as much books in Ali's bag as in Sami's bag.
c. There are as many books in Ali's bag as in Sami's bag.
d. There are not as many books in Ali's bag as in Sami's bag.
79. My uncle is used to doing a lot of exercise. This sentence means………………………
a. A ten-mile walk is so hard for my uncle.
b. A ten-mile walk is so easy for my uncle.
c. It is not normal for my uncle to walk ten miles.
d. My uncle becomes tired when he walks a short distance.
80. My father doesn't believe that my brother knows a lot about gardening.
a. My brother is not believed to know a lot about gardening.
b. My brother is believed to know a lot about gardening.
c. My brother has been believed to know a lot about gardening.
d. My brother was believed to know a lot about gardening.
81. Neither flu nor cough is as dangerous as Corona virus.
a. Corona virus is the more dangerous than Flu and cough.
b. Flu and cough are as dangerous as Corona virus.
c. Flu and cough are less dangerous than Corona virus.
d. Corona virus is as dangerous as Flu and cough.
82. My professor studied several books. Later, he wrote his research paper.
a. Before my professor was written his research paper, he had studied several books.
b. Before my professor wrote his research paper, he studied several books.
c. Before my professor had written his research paper, he studied several books.
d. Before my professor wrote his research paper, he had studied several books.
83. I asked someone to repair my car last Saturday.
a. I had my car repaired last Saturday.
b. I had had my car repaired last Saturday.
c. I have my car repaired last Saturday.
d. I am having my car repaired last Saturday.
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84. John Smith won the golden medal of the world swimming championship.
a. The person that win the golden medal of the world swimming championship was John Smith.
b. The person who won the golden medal of the world swimming championship is John Smith.
c. The person who won the golden medal of the world swimming championship was John Smith.
d. The person who win the golden medal of the world swimming championship was John Smith.
85. People thought that the stars would fall on everywhere.
a. The stars were thought to fall on everywhere.
b. The stars were thought to would fall on everywhere.
c. The stars have been thought to fall on everywhere.
d. The stars are thought to will fall on everywhere.
86. Dr. Marwan spends most of his life in the countryside.
a. The place that Dr. Marwan spends most of his life is in the countryside.
b. The place where Dr. Marwan spends most of his life is in the countryside.
c. The place which Dr. Marwan spends most of his life is in the countryside.
d. The place where Dr. Marwan spends most of his life was in the countryside.
87. Sami uses the Internet to find information about the famous Arab scientists.
a. It is the internet that Sami uses to find information about the famous Arab scientists.
b. It is the internet which Sami used to find information about the famous Arab scientists.
c. It was the internet that Sami uses to find information about the famous Arab scientists.
d. It was the internet that Sami used to find information about the famous Arab scientists.
88. Where's the nearest club for swimming?
a. Do you mind telling me where being the nearest club for swimming is?
b. Do you mind telling me where the nearest club is for swimming?
c. Do you mind telling me where is the nearest club for swimming?
d. Do you mind telling me where the nearest club for swimming is?
89. I think you should revise well for the final exams.
a. If I were you, I will revise well for the final exams.
b. If I were you, I would revise well for the final exams.
c. If I was you, I would have revised well for the final exams.
d. If I were you, I'd be revised well for the final exams.
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90. I never get an invitation to my friend party.
a. I wish I had never got an invitation to my friend party.
b. I wish I have not never got an invitation to my friend party.
c. I wish I did not get an invitation to my friend party.
d. I wish I got an invitation to my friend party.

91. The correct punctuated sentence is:
…….very careful when you answer the question........and try not to make a mistake……
a. ( Be / ! / . )

b. ( be / , / ! )

c. ( Be / , / . )

d. ( be / , / . )

92. Before the discussion starts….we always make a small talk….it's often about the weather….
a. ( , / ; / ! )

b. ( , / ; / . )

c. ( . / , / . )

d. ( , / , / . )

93. Adnan never forgets anything…..He's got an amazing memory……
a. ( . / . )

b. ( ! / . )

c. ( , / . )

d. ( . / ! )

94. Don't sit for too long time; move around frequently to increase your………………
a. cirkualation

b. circualation

c. circulaition

d. circulation

95. Before we go climbing, we'll go to a special shop to buy all the………….that we need.
a. epuipment

b. ekuibment

c. eqouipment

d. equipment

96. The sentence that has the correct order of the words below is:
tiny / seeds / from / how / It's / trees / amazing / huge / grow
a. It's amazing huge trees how grow from seeds tiny.
b. It's amazing how huge trees grow from tiny seeds.
c. How huge trees it's amazing grow from tiny seeds.
d. Huge trees it's amazing how from grow tiny seeds.

97. The sentence that has the correct order of the words below is:
regular / take / It's / when / revising / to / breaks / beneficial
a. Regular breaks to take when revising it's beneficial.
b. It's beneficial when to take breaks regular revising.
c. It's beneficial to take regular breaks when revising.
d. When revising regular it's beneficial to breaks take.
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The underlined words in the sentences below represent one of the following rhetorical devices……
98. Life in the future is going to see further changes in computer technology.
a. simile

b. onomatopoeia

c. personification

d. metaphor

99. It is said that the best way to acquire a language is to immerse yourself in it.
a. simile

b. onomatopoeia

c. personification

d. metaphor

100. Excellent grades in science and technology subjects can open many doors and lead to a variety
of career opportunities.
a. simile

b. onomatopoeia

c. personification

d. metaphor

Answers
Text A:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

show educational programmes / play educational games
In an interesting way / In an challenging way
Teachers
In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class.
post work / post photos
post
Teachers can show websites on the board in front of the class. / Teachers can then use
the Internet to show educational programmes, play educational games, music,
recordings of languages, and so on.
8. Students can post questions that they may find difficult to solve or understand, so
good students or teachers help them. / Teachers can give worksheets on the classroom
website. (Open answer)

Text B
1. Students can share information. / Students can help each other with tasks
2. Students in England.
3. You can see the people you are talking with. / You can invite guest speakers to give
talks over a computer.
4. For example, scientists or teachers from another country could give a lesson to the
class.
5. By email exchanges. / Through talking to people over the computers (cameras).
6. give talks
7. It means that you can understand and memorize all the lesson (subject). / You become a
good speaker or writer. (Open answer)
8. Tutor / guide / monitor (Open answer)
9. Using data show./ using e-dictionary. / using smart board (Open answer)
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Text C
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The low infant mortality rate. / The excellent healthcare system.
Jordanians
remote areas of the country
No electricity. / No safe water.
Many more patients come to Jordan for open heart surgery.
This is largely due to the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top
priority.
7. Sanitation
8. I agree with the statement because if we want to get a healthier population, we need to
make advances in different fields especially education, diet and sanitation.
9. I agree with the statement because when you are healthy, you can work and make
money. Also, Healthy people don't go to hospitals, so they don't cost their country the
price of the medicine.

Text D
1. People would often walk to school or work and the internet was not invented (there was
not online shopping).
2. Children and teenagers.
3. Exercise is a great way to cope with stress and / Exercises help us to build muscles, to
burn more calories and the fitter we become.
4. Adults should aim to exercise for at least two and a half hours every week; for children
and teenagers the target should be at least an hour a day.
5. They also advice exercise that strengthens the muscles, for example, sit-ups.
6. Modern technology
7. cope with
8. It causes high blood pressure. / It causes strokes and comas. / It causes diabetes.
(Open answer)
9. I agree with the statement because using modern technology, for example computers,
for a long time hurts eyes and back. (Open answer)

Text E
1. Fewer days and shorter days.
2. Students go to school for about nine hours. / Students spend about three hours on
homework every day.
3. They achieve top marks in subjects like Maths and Science. / Most students also speak
at least two and often three languages fluently.
4. In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, languages fluently.
5. Tuition
6. an average school year of 187 days (in the USA and the UK)
7. optional
8. They want to learn as much as they can to ensure excellent exam grades.
9. Students hate school. / Students hate the subjects. /It is hard on parents to sit with their
kids for long hours. (Open answer)
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Text F
1. Their behaviours and their attitude to studying.
2. Reading skill and speaking skill.
3. As Anita's father is originally from Jordan, she grew up speaking two languages Arabic
as well as German.
4. The Arabic class, in Modern Standard Arabic, was challenging, especially the grammar.
5. I'm very familiar with colloquial Arabic, which is what my family speaks and
understands.
6. International students
7. Tried extremely hard or to put a lot of effort into something.
8. She lived with a family and she heard Arabic in the classroom and streets.
9. Watching English movies. / Listening to English songs. / Chatting with native speakers.
(Open answer)

1. C

2. D

3. A

4. A

5. C

6. A

7. A

8. B

9. A

10. D

11. A

12. D

13. A

14. D

15. B

16. C

17. A

18. B

19. D

20. D

21. D

22. A

23. A

24. D

25. A

26. C

27. B

28. A

29. A

30. C

31. C

32. A

33. C

34. B

35. B

36. A

37. D

38. C

39. A

40. B

41. C

42. C

43. A

44. A

45. A

46. B

47. C

48. C

49. D

50. C

51. A

52. B

53. D

54. B

55. A

56. A

57. D

58. C

59. A

60. B

61. C

62. B

63. D

64. B

65. A

66. C

67. B

68. B

69. D

70. C

71. C

72. C

73. A

74. C

75. D

76. B

77. D

78. D

79. B

80. A

81. C

82. D

83. A

84. C

85. A

86. B

87. A

88. D

89. B

90. D

91. C

92. A

93. B

94. D

95. D

96. B

97. C

98. D

99. C

100. C

THE END
GOOD LUCK

MR. ABDELATIF M. SHKOUR

0787040600
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